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Abstract:
This study examines the non-monotonic relationship between public health expenditure and economic growth in 97 countries from 1981 to 2010, using the dynamic panel threshold technique. The paper contributes to existing literature by providing new evidence on the relationship between public health expenditure and economic growth. The findings show that public expenditure has a non-linear effect on economic growth. Specifically, health expenditure is beneficial to growth until a certain threshold level, above the threshold point, however; public health expenditure impedes growth. In addition, when the impact of public health expenditure on growth is contingent on life expectancy, the results reveal that below the threshold of life expectancy, health expenditure enhances growth; but any increase in longevity above the threshold, health expenditure lessens growth.

Keywords: public health expenditure, life expectancy, economic growth, dynamic panel threshold.

JEL Classification: H51, O47, J11, C23.

1. Introduction

Governments finance health both directly, through spending on the health sector, and indirectly, through spending on other related social sectors – to improve education levels or reducing poverty, for instance. Although it contains only the direct aspect, the proportion of government expenditure allocated to the health sector provides insight into the value of that government place on health, which may vary greatly across countries. The income differences across countries may to large extent explains the huge variations in resources allocated to health. In general, health accounts for a higher share of Gross Domestic Product as countries get wealthier (Missoni and Solimano 2010). Nowadays, the impact of public health spending on economic growth is determined by the high level of human capital and economic productivity. The increasing number of aging population and the cost of health care driven by the demographic and epidemiological transitions cause a burden on public finances especially public health financing (Potrafke 2010, Colombier 2011). The impact of public health expenditure on health considered an influential factor that affects economic growth. Specifically, more public health expenditure generates higher life expectancy, and hence, longevity tends to improve economic growth (Reinhart 1999). In other words, the effect of health expenditure from public source of financing is indirect because, it leads to better health outcome and thus health status affects growth positively. On the other hand, the monotonic impact of life expectancy on economic growth was questionable by recent studies, especially when the demographic transition stage is taken into consideration, the relationship might have a non-monotonic pattern (Kelley and Schmidt 1995, Zhang et al. 2003, An and Jeon 2006, Cervellati and Sunde 2011, Kunze 2014). Consequently, the public expenditure effect on economic growth may not be the same for the entire countries with regard to their economic development and demographic transition stages (Aísa and Pueyo 2006). Importantly, Carboni and Medda (2011) argue that paying no attention to the possibility of a non-monotonic effect of public expenditure on economic growth may lead to misspecification.

This study aims to examine the non-monotonic effect of public health expenditure on economic growth taking the heterogeneity related to the demographic transition into account. Particularly, whether or not there existed a threshold level of public health expenditure in the public expenditure-growth nexus, where public health expenditure stimulates growth up to a certain point and hinders growth after expenditure on health surpasses the threshold. In addition, the relationship between public health expenditure and economic growth may be contingent on the level of life expectancy,
where public health spending encourages growth up to a certain threshold point and slows down the growth rate after life expectancy exceeds the threshold point. In this study, the effect of health spending on growth is investigated in 97 developed as well as developing countries during the period 1981-2010. The recent dynamic panel threshold estimation procedure introduced by Kremer et al. (2013) is adopted to address the non-linear relationship between health expenditure and growth.
Conclusion

The main goal of the current study was to assess the non-monotonic relationship between health expenditure from public sources of financing and economic growth, utilizing large sample of 97 developed and developing countries over the period 1981-2010. The study aimed to determine whether or not there exists threshold level of public health expenditure in its relationship with economic growth. In addition, the claim made by Aísa and Pueyo (2006) that the impact of public health expenditure on growth is contingent on life expectancy is also investigated in this study. More appropriate estimation technique, the dynamic panel threshold introduced by Kremer et al. (2013), was used to achieve the objectives of the study. The empirical results showed that there is a non-monotonic relationship between public health expenditure and economic growth contingent on a certain threshold level of health expenditure. Specifically, when health expenditure is below the threshold, it positively affects economic growth, indicating that further public expenditure on health enhances the growth rate of the economy. However, when public health expenditure is above the threshold, the effect of health expenditure on growth is negative. This shows that any further increase in public expenditure will adversely affect growth. The findings, furthermore, enhance our understanding that the non-monotonic relationship between health expenditure and economic growth is contingent on life expectancy. It has been shown that the impact of public health expenditure on growth below life expectancy threshold was positive and statistically significant, however any increase in public expenditure on health enhances the growth rate of the economy. However, when public health expenditure is above the threshold, health expenditure is below the threshold, it positively affects economic growth through enhancing life expectancy. However, in developed states where life expectancy is relatively high any increase in health expenditure by the public have an adverse impact on economic growth. An implication of this is that the demographic transition has important effects on increasing public health expenditure, mainly in developed countries where the growing number of aging population put more pressure on health systems. Therefore, greater efforts are needed to ensure the efficiency of public finances and health care systems in both developed as well as developing countries.
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Abstract:
This paper covers on the approaches to risk management tools in Russian aviation engineering companies. The topic is of urgency as in high volatility external environment it is imperative for companies to take steps on lowering and preventing risks. The authors are rationalizing the insufficiency of using the international standards of risk management to ensure the stability of a company. The authors recommend applying various quality/quantity analysis methods to solve risk management issues. Special attention is paid to the cognitive modeling technology which allows to: study the issues described by inexplicit factors and mutual relationships; structuralize and formalize the knowledge on the emerging processes/phenomena and obtain new knowledge on possible future changes; study upcoming scenarios and create viable and highly efficient solutions on that basis.

Keywords: risk management, risk management tools, aviation engineering, cognitive analysis.

JEL Classification: G32.

1. Introduction

The macroeconomic and political events of the past two years have shown demonstratively that in the contemporary global business environment threats and uncertainty are dominating. Risks are present everywhere – internal and external, mutually related, growing and continuously varying. That situation prioritizes the issues of identification, assessment and prevention of risks for any company. For Russian aviation engineering companies, operating under the sanctions imposed by the EU, risk management issue is the most urgent. Enhancement of stability to external environment challenges suggests not only the use of the advanced practices in risk management, but seeking for new solutions via adaptation of known risk management tools to particular business environment.

The international risk management practice is based on relevant standards and recommendations developed by experts and accepted by professional communities:

- Risk Management Standard (risk management standard developed by the Federation of European Risk Managers Association (FERMA);
- Enterprise Risk Management (Integrated corporate risk management standards COSO), the USA;
- Australian/New Zealand Risk Management Standard (AS/NZS 4360);
- BS 31100, Code of Practice for Risk Management (the UK).

In Russia, risk management in compliance with the international standards is declared by large integrated entities. That is conditioned by the need for public informing of stakeholders of the performance in the annual report format. (Aleksandrova and Aleksandrova 2014)

The opportunity to detect the real attitude to risks by corporate top management and staff using unbiased methods is rather low. Therefore, the assessments obtained through questioning a wide range of national top managers within a long time are virtually the only available source of insider information on the situation and trends in that business management area.
Conclusions

In the complex conditions of the operation of the Russian aviation engineering sector, related, on the one hand, to the sanctions policy by the EU, and on the other hand, to the need for enhancement of the national defense, the issues of identification and accounting for risks in the course of the development and manufacturing of science-intensive products are urgent.

The current ambiguous situation requires continuous corporate improvement and optimization of risk management. Companies have to resist growing competition and lack of qualified staff, and monitor rapidly developing technologies.

Due to its specifics, the operation of the Russian aviation engineering companies requires the development of an integrated system of risk management. As the architecture of such risk management system, the model of three lines of defense is rationalized.

To build a risk management system it is recommended to apply the portfolio approach. Risk portfolio of innovation projects is a set of innovation projects, balanced from the risk appetite standpoint, created with the goal to ensure security and achieve corporate strategic development goals. Risk portfolio should be modeled via the cognitive approach based on cognitive analysis. Within this article’s research, the following basic conclusions have been made:

- Russian aviation engineering companies recognize the importance of risk management system in the achievement of strategic goals;
- the risk management approaches applied at that stage provide for the implementation of actions in connection with prevention and lowering the level of two risk groups: legal and financial;
- it is required to expand the tools at every stage of risk management (identify, analyze, plan, monitor, respond);
- the experience of the use of various models and methods based on cognitive maps proves their feasibility in solving risk management issues.

Our research in cognitive analysis of risks will be continued.
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Abstract:
This paper gives an answer to two important questions: „what is sustainability of farming enterprises?“ and „how to assess sustainability of farming enterprises?“. First, major shortcomings of dominating approaches for assessment of sustainability of farming enterprises like individual and family farms, agro-companies, agro-cooperatives etc. are summarized, and the needs for improvement underlined. Second, evolution of the “concept” and the major approaches for assessing sustainability of farming enterprises is discussed. More adequate definition of the farming enterprise’s sustainability is suggested as ability of a particular form to maintain its governance, economic, social and ecological functions in a long term. Finally, a specific for the conditions of Bulgarian agriculture framework for assessing sustainability of farming enterprises is proposed. The later includes a system of appropriate principles, criteria, indicators, and reference values for evaluating governance, economic, ecological and social aspects of farming enterprise’s sustainability as well as an approach for their integration and interpretation. The ultimate objective of this study is to work out an effective framework for assessing sustainability of farming enterprises of different type in the specific economic, institutional and natural environment, assist farm and agro-business management and strategies, and agricultural policies and forms of public intervention in agrarian sector.

Keywords: farm sustainability, governance, economic, social, ecological aspects, framework for assessment.

JEL Classification: Q12, Q13, Q15, Q18, Q2, Q3, Q5.

1. Introduction

Around the globe the issue of assessment of sustainability of farming enterprises such as individual and family farms, agri-firms, agro-cooperatives etc. is among the most debated by the researchers, farmers, agri-business managers, investors, policy-makers, interest groups, and public at large (Andreoli and Tellarini, Bachev 2005, 2009, 2010, 2012, Bachev and Petters, Bastianoni et al., Cauwenbergh et al., FAO, Fuentes, Häni et al., OECD, Rigby et al., Sauvenier et al., UN). The question “what is the level of sustainability of different type of farming enterprises during to present programming period of EU CAP implementation?” is also particularly topical at the current stage of development of European agriculture. Despite the enormous progress in the theory and practice in that new evolving area, still there is no consensus on “what is (how to define) sustainability of farming enterprises”, “what is the relation between the farm and the agrarian sustainability”, and “how to evaluate the sustainability level of farming enterprises” in a dynamic world, where hardly there is anything actually “sustainable”. This paper suggests a framework for assessing sustainability of farming enterprises (The Farms) in the condition of EU CAP implementation. First, the needs for improvement of the system of sustainability assessment are underlined. Second, evolution of the “concept” of farm sustainability and the main approaches for its assessment is analyzed, and on that base a more precise definition of the sustainability of farming enterprises suggested. Finally, a system of principles, criteria and indicators for assessing sustainability of farms at the current stage of agrarian development in Bulgarian is proposed. Ultimate objective is to assist farm and agri-business management, and agricultural policies and forms of public intervention in agrarian sector.
Acknowledgments
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Conclusion

Studying out the farming enterprise as a governance structure becomes a key for understanding its sustainability. Accordingly the sustainability of a farming enterprise (individual and family holding, agri-firm, agro-cooperative etc.) is to incorporate one new important dimension the “governance efficiency and adaptability” and its assessment include a new criteria and appropriate indicators for measurement and analysis. Furthermore, a “complete” assessment of sustainability levels would require a new type of macro and micro economic data on agent's preferences, transaction costs, institutional environment, impacts on environment and communities, etc.

Suggested in this paper system for assessment of the sustainability of farming enterprises will be tested in the coming months and after improvements will be used to assess the level of sustainability in one of the regions of Bulgaria. Eventually, the tested system of assessing farms sustainability will be suggested for a wider use in the farming and managerial practices in the country and abroad.
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Abstract:

Even after more than a decade, a position of certain countries, especially of so-called former transition economies, can be still described as lagging. The project of the European Union took away a significant degree of sovereignty from member states and the common currency eliminated the possibility of using exchange rates as offsetting tools in case of serious economic fluctuations. This paper focuses on the comparison of macroeconomic indicators across new EMU states and Germany over the period of 15 years including crisis. We wanted to verify whether we could still talk about similar convergence trends among “new” members or if these countries are rather “drifting apart” in their economic development due to the crisis.

Keywords: stabilisation policy, EMU countries, crisis, labour market, macroeconomic development.

JEL Classification: E60, E66, E61.

1. Introduction

A project of the monetary union among European countries took away a significant degree of sovereignty from member states and the common currency eliminated the possibility of using exchange rates as offsetting tools in case of serious economic fluctuations. What is more, the countries are also partially restricted in the domain of fiscal policy and should respect the limits set for budget deficit and government debt set by the Stability and Growth Pact. All of this limits the extent to which these policies can be used in case of macroeconomic destabilisations and various problems. Measures chosen for stabilisation highly depend on the type of occurring shocks or crisis, on the degree of similarity of the shocks in various member countries and the speed with which countries are able to adjust. (Frenkel, Nickel, Schmidt 1999)

This paper will be focused on the comparison of macroeconomic indicators across new EMU states over the period of 15 years including crisis. We wanted to verify whether we could still talk about similar convergence trends among “new” members or if these countries are rather “drifting apart” in their economic development due to the crisis. Firstly, the paper presents overall macroeconomic situation of these countries with deeper focus on current situation of labour markets and the last section looks on the effects of demand shocks on macroeconomic variables.
Conclusion

The fact that future EMU countries were far from being the optimum currency area were well known. Even after more than a decade, a position of certain countries, especially of so-called former transition economies, can be still described as lagging. The project of the European Union took away a significant degree of sovereignty from member states and the common currency eliminated the possibility of using exchange rates as an offsetting tool in case of serious economic fluctuations. That is why a persisting unequal position of individual member countries at the current rate of globalisation and interdependence, together with a restricted scope of country’s economic policy, is still feeding debates of maintaining or improving national competitiveness or managing country’s responses to various shocks. Strict fiscal stance and subsequent forced consolidation of budgets together with reduction of deficits also raise questions. These issues show the limits of these measures when applied in times of high unemployment and the associated risks of launching a deflationary spiral and worsening the overall macroeconomic situation.

This paper was focused on the comparison of selected macroeconomic indicators across of new EMU member states and Germany in order to verify whether we could still talk about similar convergence trends among EMU countries in their economic development due to the crisis. The crisis period clearly revealed the asymmetries between countries. Especially the current situation on labour markets shows that national labour markets remain different. Unfavourable current situation tells us that countries should be more interested in eliminating existing imbalances and deficiencies that nowadays characterise labour markets in most new EMU members. It would also mean that EMU countries would get more close to a goal of being an optimal currency area.

The vector autoregression analysis verified the similarity of the countries' response to demand shock. The similar significant reaction was reported in the case of household consumption and investments in monitored countries. Contrary to unemployment reactions, we observed considerable differences among countries. It can imply that the unified fiscal policies or a coordination of national fiscal policies with the goal of similar macroeconomic stimulation would not lead to same results.
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Abstract
This paper aims to analysis the impact of entrepreneurial financial activities on financial indicators of all sectors as industrial, financial and services listed in Muscat Security Market from 2008 to 2014. The sample of 109 firms has been selected from a total population of 115 firms. The model of study consist of five main financial activities related to entrepreneurial activities as independent variables, which include output of employment and prices, oil and gas, public finance, money, banking and financial institutions, foreign trade and balance of payments wherein every activity is measured by three variables. The dependent variable is financial indicators consisting of market and profitability indicators. The results show there is a statistical significant impact of three entrepreneurial activities of output of employment and prices, money, banking and financial institutions, foreign trade and balance of payments on market indicator and in all entrepreneurial activities on profitability indicator. Researchers strongly recommends to adoption of entrepreneurship in the government's planning and long term strategy at the country level and special attention for all economic activities that contribute to the promotion of entrepreneurial concept directly or indirectly through the influence in all economic sectors and this interaction could add effective economic value that will reflect positively on economic growth.

Keywords: entrepreneurial activity, financial indicators, Muscat security market.

JEL Classification: L26, L25, D53.

1. Introduction
The evolution of the global financial markets and the increasing competition between markets and economies of the countries lead to the phenomenon of globalization, which indicated benefit from the expertise and knowledge to improve the performance of economic activities and when increasing the intensity of competition between economic markets lead to the need for attention to the so-called entrepreneurial activities. Review of the previous literature Rajshekhar et al. (2012) and Acs (2004) has established that the entrepreneurial activities are an important focus area in any country’s economy as it contributes to economic growth both internally and externally by creating new jobs and new markets. This also results the entry of new firms in the market which is an indicator that entrepreneurial concept is work efficiently and effectively in the economy. When we think of new products, markets, technology, management techniques and strategy, effective production, and employment optimization are all manifestation of innovation and entrepreneurial activities that contribute to the competition on the performance of firms. Entrepreneurial activities also contribute to increased domestic and foreign investment and increase of foreign capital in the country. (Carree 2002)

The modification and improvement in the entrepreneurial environment of the country’s economy must be synchronized with the development of legislation and economic policies and the removal of obstacles in the development process to fit into the economic policy and that branch of fiscal and monetary policy in the country, Lundström and Stevenson (2005). The entrepreneurial activities is also referred to as social economy, which contributes to seize the investment opportunities in the community and in the development of new projects in the market to solve the economic problems, therefore entrepreneurs are persons that creates new ideas and develop them into the possibility of investment opportunity which tolerate manifestations of creativity in light of the current economy, Simsek et al. (2009). They create value in the firms reflected in the entrepreneurial concept which can be expressed in various economic activities that contribute to the strengthening of the leading performance, as the integrity of the federation of economic activities with each other to create the concept of entrepreneurship which may be one of the economic activities that exercise the greatest role in this concept. Many economies of the countries are working on removing obstacles to
entrepreneurial activities which contribute to raising the awareness of entrepreneurship leading to better employment and resource productivity in the economy, Caselli and Gennaioli (2013).

This study aims to explain the impact of five of entrepreneurial financial and economic activities on financial indicators listed in Muscat security market in sultanate of Oman. These economic activities form the basic composition of entrepreneurial Activities at the community level leading to the creation of new jobs and the creation of new firms operating under the umbrella of the concept of entrepreneurial and contribute to the improvement of financial indicators for the firms. The good performance in the activities of the country's economy may be reflected on the financial indicators for firms that operate in the competitive market. This study is organized as follow: Theoretical Framework, research method, research findings and conclusion.
Conclusion

This paper aims to investigate the impact of entrepreneurial financial activities on financial indicators in all sectors listed in Muscat Security Market. The model of study consist of five main financial activities related to entrepreneurial as independent variables include output of employment and prices, oil and gas, public finance, money, banking and financial institutions, foreign trade and balance of payments every activity measured by three variables. The dependent variable is financial indicators consisting of market indicators and profitability indicators. The entire population of this study consists of 115 firms from all sectors out of which a sample of 109 firms whose data was not available for the period of 2008-2014. The study used correlation and regression matrix to test the hypotheses. The results show there is a statistical significant impact of entrepreneurial financial activities on market capitalization on the following: output of employment and prices variable of financial sector, foreign trade and balance of payments variable of industrial sector and output of employment and prices, banking and financial institutions and foreign trade and balance of payments variables of service sector. Also, there is a significant impact of entrepreneurial financial activities on return on assets on the following: output of employment and prices variable, money, banking and financial institutions variable and foreign trade and balance of payments variable of financial sector, output of employment and prices variable and public finance variable of industrial sector, oil and gas variable, public finance variable, money, banking and financial institutions variable of service sector. Researchers strongly recommends to adoption of entrepreneurship in the government's planning and long term strategy at the country level and special attention for all economic activities that contribute to the promotion of entrepreneurial concept directly or indirectly through the influence in all economic sectors and this interaction could add effective economic value that will reflect positively on economic growth. Review is also recommended of all the financial polices to promote and increase investment and competitiveness in the market and that can be the reference for the creation of effective entrepreneurial opportunities in the market. Therefore, further research is required. For example, other variables testing financial and market performance in Oman could be done, as this issue has not been researched in depth. Another study area of interest would be exploring the possible reasons explaining the differences between sectors concerning the relationship between entrepreneurial activities and financial and market performance.
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Abstract:

Health disparities in a country can severely affect the overall health situation of its inhabitants. Many programs of the European Union appeal at reducing these disparities as well as disparities between the individual countries. As a result, mortality is the commonly used as a demographic indicator concerning health, as it provides, coupled with morbidity, an overview of significant factors affecting population health. Our study focuses on studying mortality and avoidable mortality using data provided by relevant health institution in the form of anonymized death certificates to assess the overall health status of the Slovak population and the quality of healthcare available. The main aim of this study is to provide an overview of the current situation concerning mortality in individual regions and the comparison of these results with the relevant international avoidable mortality methodology. Thus we attempt to identify the specifics of the local situation, facilitating a future attempt at formulating a region specific methodology, required to form effective health policies to help eliminate the existing disparities, provide a basis for evaluating the effectiveness of various social programs and activities and enabling relevant international comparisons.

Keywords: morbidity, mortality, social and economic status, aging process, marginalized and segregated Roma communities, regional disparity of mortality.
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1. Introduction

Experts in the field of demography predict that by 2025 a third of Europeans will belong to the 60 or over age group and projections for 2050 suggest a further increase up to 50% (Phellas 2013). Population ageing is a serious consequence of the current demographic trends in our country as well. The ageing index (number of persons aged 65 years or over per one hundred persons under 15 years old) in Slovakia increased from 60.80 to 85.51 between years 2001 and 2012. The economy of our state and the related health and social processes have been extremely deeply impacted by the ongoing globalization and the global crisis, which exposed the so-called “unsustainability” of various concepts with elements of minimal state involvement. As global assessment, the level of health in the EU has been constantly improving over the last decade (Zelený and Bencko 2015). If we look closely at the relevant indicators, results from many analyses show an increase in life expectancy in the EU countries, however constantly increasing disparities between and within individual countries are emerging (Spoerri et al. 2014, Gavurová and Šoltés 2013, Gavurová and Vagašová 2015). One of the key demographic indicators is mortality. Along with fertility, it constitutes an essential part of demographic reproduction of the population (Hoffmann 2013). Mortality and morbidity provide significant information about the health situation of a country's population. Therefore, the focus of this study will primarily be the analysis of general mortality and its selected causal paths.
Conclusion

EU has been constantly stressing the urgency of addressing the issues focused on reducing inequalities in health area in the recent decades. The issue is too complex and the current status indicates many system failures. Also numerous EU programs appeal to the necessity of solving problems focused on reducing inequalities in the health area. Elimination of disparities requires coordinated actions between the public health care system and other policies that affect health, including social protection, education and environment. With the results of our analyses we would like to point out that the informative value of important indicator - the mortality rate, is being increased by taking into account demographic characteristics and indicators of use of health care services, as declared in major foreign scientific studies. The significance of mortality analyses lies also in the causal evaluation of morbidity development, because morbidity can be connected to effective prevention programs. Relevant information for these programs can be supplied by multidimensional analyses of mortality. The economic burden of care for patients with diagnoses that have the highest rates of amenable mortality is huge, annually representing several tens of billions of dollars (e.g., in the US treatment of patients with CVD). There is still an absence of quality economic analyses of treatment and after-care of patients with those diagnoses in the case of Slovakia. Many negative social consequences are incalculable, especially the problems of families with immobilized disabled. Many developed countries declare in their scientific studies significant effectiveness of investments in the prevention of acute health care, improving population health compared to the costs of treating insufficiently or late-treated population. As such, countries face a big challenge to find a way of using various policy tools to increase the effectiveness of their health care system while eliminating health inequalities. Therefore, it is necessary to constantly reflect on the analysis of the current state of development of mortality in a global, European, as well as national context and to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of all supporting activities of our society.
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Abstract

The problem of the need for internal financial control is common to businesses of all types and volumes, but is especially acute in corporations due to the fact that in our time they were able to achieve such a scale in which the collapse of a corporate system may have an impact on the economy of many countries. In addition, at the moment the relevance of the chosen topic is determined by the transition to the reporting tool that is new for Russian economic agents – International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), as well as Russia's accession to the World Trade Organization (WTO) and intensification of globalization processes.

Together, this makes it possible to integrate the Russian economy into the new systems, including international experience in their practice, taking into account national specificities. However, scientific research pays not enough attention to the disclosure of the principles and mechanisms of internal corporate financial control in a market economy, which is capable of operating in the management system of Russian corporations. In addition, the lack of systematization of existing knowledge and methodological approaches is observed, which determined the choice of the topic, goal and objectives of the study, its logic and structure. The article examines the methods and elements of financial control, financial fraud and ways to identify and prevent it. The article also discloses principles of financial control systems and proposes measures aimed at creating an effective system of internal financial control in the Russian corporations.

Keywords: internal financial control, corporation, financial fraud, effective management system.
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1. Introduction

Level of bookkeeping, fiscal and tax accounting established in the country plays one of the most important roles in ensuring the quality of financial control. Accounting documentation can be called the main object of financial control. Level of organization and types of control, as well as its forms and methods, depend on how successful and effective the financial control will be. But ignoring evidence of the need for an adequate system of corporate management, it is often created in the companies only in cases where the interests of the shareholders disagree (thus creating a mechanism that allows each shareholder to track the real state of affairs in the corporation and leaves no possibility of misinformation of the interested persons with false data), or when the organization needs to attract investment. The key to success of any business is access to investment capital, but investors are unlikely to invest heavily in the corporation that lacks an effective management system and control over its activities. Before making an investment decision, any investor requires to provide for review the complete information about the state of affairs in the company. (Pike and Neale 2006)

Before increasing their contributions to the Russian companies, domestic and foreign investors raise the question of substantial improvement of corporate management. They are ready to buy stocks in the companies that are able to create an effective corporate management system, understandable to investors, because it is seen as a competitive advantage in business, as the company can establish clear guidelines for the development, and a sense of responsibility is formed through the entire management chain. There are always two equally important objectives in the course of the financial activities of any corporation (Brealey 2008). It is necessary to attract resources or have sufficient own funds to carry out economic activities. It is necessary to properly allocate resources received.

Various experts, when evaluating Russian companies, make forecasts that companies can raise their share price by at least 20% exclusively by improving the system of corporate management. In other words, an effective and well thought-out system makes it possible not only to use the funds of existing shareholders with maximum efficiency, but also to attract new investors and resources they possess (Adizes 2012).
Over the past decade, the importance of daily economics control (the one aimed at operations within the corporation from individual entrepreneurs and owners) has been objectively increasing in the Russian Federation. But despite such a significant change in the system of financial control, it can be concluded that, unfortunately, a common understanding of the financial control system is yet to be developed, and its basic principles of construction are yet to be formed. There are no common organizational and methodological foundations of control or common concept of its reforming in Russia either. The concept of external financial control is settled at the legislative level in one way or another, while the internal control is only briefly covered by individual legislation norms, and its regulation is by and large remains at the local level (Belobzhetskiy 1999).
Conclusion

Based on the shortcomings of domestic research in the field of financial control (focus on relatively small businesses, compilation of the Western experience without taking into account the specifics of Russian business), the authors made the following conclusions.

Internal financial control in the corporation, being a subinstitution of financial control, is one of the ways to smooth out the asymmetry of internal information and to deepen understanding of risk areas, identifying deviations related to mistakes, intentional and unintentional violations or ineffective approach to operation. As a result, owners and managers can adopt the most appropriate management decisions, thereby increasing comfort for potential investors who are concerned about the effectiveness of their own funds. Internal financial control allows to continuously verify and confirm or deny the authenticity and legality of business transactions, tax and accounting data, as well as to analyze the economic feasibility of the financial and economic activity of the enterprise in order to develop recommendations to improve its effectiveness.

The study of domestic legal requirements for the organization and implementation of internal corporate financial control led to the conclusion that the reformation of laws is required today, with the aim not only to oblige the corporations to carry out internal financial control, but also to identify the main requirements to the procedure and methods of its implementation.

Research of the organization of internal corporate financial control by Russian and foreign corporations helped compile the most effective methods of implementation of this type of control and form a list of provisions that could be considered «best practices» and become a point of comparison to determine the effectiveness of control activities.

Thus, the authors initiated a profound and detailed study of the internal control system in Russian corporations, which opens up opportunities for further research in this direction, based on domestic and foreign experience, given the specificity of Russian conditions and in accordance with the daily changing economic and political realities.
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Abstract:
The aim of this article is to evaluate the economic effects of management of FDI in correlation with regional development. A methodology was used to identify a complex relevant indicator of development that is the amount of foreign direct investments flowing to the region on the NUTS III level, was applied for the evaluation of the economic status of regions and their underdevelopment. Another part of the analysis was the identification of the correlation between the FDI in the region and the sustainability of the development expressed by the regional GDP per capita. In the majority of regions, the correlation between the amount of the FDI and the sustainability of the development expressed by the regional GDP per capita was confirmed. At the same time, it is possible to identify a significant economic divergence of regions.
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1. Introduction

Most recent theories studying economic growth focus on the correlation between economic growth and the state of domestic technology in relation to the rest of the world. The degree of country's economic growth is explained as a "catch-up" process in the light of the technological level of the host country. The model of economic diffusion cites the degree of economic growth of the underdeveloped countries as depending on the degree of reception and implementation of new technologies already used by foreign companies. According to the neoclassical model of Trevor Swan and Robert Solow (authors of the theory of Absolute Convergence), the 1987 Nobel Prize laureates, underdeveloped countries should grow faster compared to the developed ones. This contrasts with Lenin's theory of imperialism stating that rich countries grow at the expense of poor countries. On the other hand, the Solow-Swan model (Solow 1956, Swan 1956) allows the explanation of the growing international differences conditioned by the convergence, in which economic growth is dependent on other parameters – like the amount of savings that is higher in rich countries when compared to the poorer ones. This means that rich countries converge to a different point than poor countries and thus are able to grow faster. The convergence should be valid within the country or among countries with approximately the same economic parameters, like the USA or OECD states (Adamişin 2008).

Other academic studies also claim that internal investment has made an important and significant impact on the economic growth in the recipient countries. For instance, Driffield (2001), Liu et al. (2000) and Cantwell et al. (2001) all found statistically significant spillovers in the United Kingdom, as did Chiang and Lin (1999), Dimelis and Louri (2002), Lipsey and Sjöholm (2001), Asaturov, Teplova and Hartwell (2015) in their studies of Greece, Taiwan, Indonesia and the Central and Eastern European region, respectively. Similar results are reported by Blomström and Wolff (1994), who aimed to determine the size of these effects by exploring whether the spillovers in the Mexican manufacturing sector were large enough to help Mexican firms converge toward US productivity levels during the period of 1965-1982. Their answer is affirmative: foreign presence seems to have had a significant positive impact on the rates of growth of local productivity (OECD 2002, Blomström, Fors and Lipsey 1997).

The aim of this article is to evaluate the economic effects of FDI management in correlation with regional development.
Conclusion

The differentiation of regional differences is often the result of different localization assumptions for specific economic activities that define a certain dimension of requirements with subsequent adaptability in individual regions. Regions are able to absorb these requirements in various degrees and create an environment for a given economic activity. As problematic regions seem to be regions of mostly industrial character, which used to be wealthy, but their structure in the context of economic transformation was viewed as problematic from the aspect of adaptability. Low competitiveness of regions can be considered to be the major determinant of spatial differentiation of society and economic structures. This is the result of the interaction of a wide range of factors: from the troubled sector structure, lack of innovation capacity, quality of population potential to the absence of inter-market environment and centralistic way of managing of the companies (Slavík, Grác and Klobočník 2011).

Foreign direct investment has its own purpose particularly in local and regional development. Their positive impact is reflected in both the local and national level. They are a means of ensuring the transfer of technology, increasing employment and also they contribute to improving the quality of the workforce. Foreign direct investment is very important for regions and currently due to concerns about the loss of the relevant investor is the concept of "After Care" at the forefront, which is a kind of care of the investor operating in the given region. The most important tools in caring about investor include promoting cooperation with local and regional businesses, increasing the subcontracts, support for research and development, assistance in solving the administrative problems, increasing comfort of the investors in the social sphere, assistance in the development of human resources, support of the production capacity expansion (Ježková and Ježek 2011).

The economic policy of many countries including Slovakia is inclined to actively support investors through investment incentives. Although the international agreements in principle does not allow discrimination against foreign or domestic investors, the difference in treatment often results from the set of criteria that an investor must meet in order to get these incentives. In the Slovak Republic it is predominantly the small and medium-sized enterprises, which often cannot meet the criterion of a minimum volume of investment, and so there are the most common foreign investors who have the benefit from investment incentives (Kincl 2003).

By evaluating the state of foreign direct investment and regional gross domestic product per capita, the cluster analysis showed that the Bratislava region has a strong dominance in the period of time studied. The dominance of the Bratislava region is consistent with the classical theories of regional development, especially as regards the theory of central places of W. Christaller, followed by the J. Friedmann theory of polarized development, according to which the economic growth of the country can be strengthened by hierarchical system of cities and their functional regions. By strengthening the hierarchical system of cities but inevitably occurs to the selection of centers of growth, what does not guarantee to achieve the desired convergence (Blažek and Uhliř 2002, Maier and Tödtling 1998).

The main reasons for the low influx of FDI into the economy are generally considered to be insufficient political stability, insufficient law enforcement, obscure property legal relations, and low attractiveness of the economic environment and unfinished process of transformation. Apparently, the amount of foreign direct investments reflects the above mentioned shortcomings of the Slovak economy and thus still does not fulfill the required level that would accelerate the transformation process of the microeconomic sphere and thereby also a more effective growth of the Slovak economy. Even in the 21st century, underdeveloped regions are influenced by many obstacles. Low incomes result in low savings; low savings decelerate the capital growth; insufficient capital hinders the implementation of new technologies and a fast growth of productivity; low productivity leads once again to low incomes. The question for many countries even in this century thus is how to break this vicious circle. One of possible ways is to create conditions for the input of foreign capital (new technology and know-how) in the form of FDI and in this way accelerate the convergence process of underdeveloped regions to the level of the developed ones.
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Abstract:
The article focuses on factors that influence the government size, in literature known as revenue-maximizing Leviathan using the instrument of taxing. The theory admits two possibilities how to constrain the tax maximizing incentives of the “beast”, constitutional constraint and intergovernmental competition. Investigation on Leviathan’s determinants is made using the cluster analysis of 30 European countries during the period from 1995 to 2014. After segmentation of countries into five clusters the regression models of fixed effects and random effects using panel data were estimated for each cluster. The influence of public deficit on Leviathan seems to be stable and negative. The influence of redistribution needs reflecting the population out of working age and country size on Leviathan is significant but varies depending on cluster. The importance of fiscal decentralization, which is according to overwhelming literature considered as a main constraint to the Leviathan, is feeble.
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1. Introduction

The undying interest in government size persists in current discussed topics, but the beginnings of the government size research could be found much earlier. Series of contributions intending on government size were published in the second half of the 20th century. The most known is the Leviathan hypothesis elaborated by Brennan and Buchanan (1980). It states that total government intrusion into the economy should be smaller, ceteris paribus, the greater the extent to which taxes and expenditures are decentralized. The Leviathan model of government assigns to government an objective of maximizing its size. Leviathan sets such a tax rates that maximize its tax revenue to reach the peak of Laffer curve. Two possibilities are negotiable; constitutional constraint and intergovernmental competition (Crowley and Sobel 2011, Pruitt 2014). The eligibility of decentralization in public sector was afore presented by Decentralization theorem (Oates 1972). Linkage between fiscal decentralization and government size consists in better match of citizens’ preferences and tax-expenditure nexus, in tailoring local public goods to local preferences and in reducing the corruption by increasing the accountability and visibility of local representatives. In addition, bringing government closer to people (Stansel 2006) means better information and thus vote against poor political performance or rent-seeking.

Government expenditures refer on demands of citizens for public spending. It is influenced by demographic and geopolitical factors. Countries with high share of population beyond the working age might have larger governments, because demand for redistribution encourages government spending (Rodden 2003). Rent-seeking (the concept originated by Adam Smith) appears when the natural information asymmetry between representatives and voters allows the representatives to fill their own pockets, what leads to a larger government spending (Krueger 1974). The other cause of government expenditure growth is politicians’ interest in reelection. Their electoral motivations attempt them to spend more, especially in election years (Delgado et al. 2011). Behaviour of representatives might be also opposite. Under the conditions of fiscal decentralization jurisdictions compete for mobile tax base (source of revenue) by reducing tax rates. The dropout of revenues causes cuts on the expenditure size of the local budget. Government size decreasing is accompanied by the disadvantage of tax competition, known as the race-to-the –bottom hypothesis (Musgrave 1959, Mendoza and Tesar 2005, Razin and Sadka 2011). Generally fiscal decentralization is thought to restrict the growth of the government expenditure, but on the other side, it can create a worrisome race-to-the bottom (Rodden 2003, Crowley and Sobel, 2011, Horváth et al. 2013).

The aim of this article is to find out determinants of the government size through the empirical analysis, refereeing on other reliable studies in this field. According to former research the panel dataset of 30 countries from 1995 to 2014 was created. The data are remitted to cluster analysis which divides countries to more homogenous groups. After it panel regression analysis of each cluster is realized and results are discussed. The structure of the article reflects current requirements. Literature overview, methods and data and results are followed by conclusion and references.
Conclusion

This study examines constraints of government expenditures. For this purpose 30 European countries where divided into five groups using the cluster analysis. Clusters represent the segmentation of countries according to their fiscal, macroeconomic, demographic and political variables, monitored in period from 1995 to 2014, finding the maximum similarity inside the cluster and maximum difference among clusters. After, an econometric model was estimated for each cluster separately. The goal of investigation was to reveal the significant influence of a set of variables on the Leviathan. Fixed-effects or random effects models for panel data were estimated, and as the previous studies mention, lagged models were also introduced. The results of the impact of fiscal decentralization on the Leviathan do not support strongly the theory presented in the available literature. The negative influence of the revenue decentralization variable is observable only in case of cluster 3 composed from former transitive economies of Czech Republic, Croatia, Hungary, Poland, Slovenia, Slovakia and other countries as Spain and Netherlands. The assumption that fiscal decentralization decreases the government size was not confirmed in other clusters or in lagged models. But other determinants of Leviathan are important. The influence of public deficit on the government size is negative; the increase of public deficit and public deficit with 1 year lag causes de decrease of government expenditures, what reflects on cuts in government expenditures. The influence of the redistribution variable is mostly significant, but varies depending on cluster. For clusters 2, 3 and 4 it has a positive impact contrary to its impact on the Leviathan inn cluster 5. Lagged redistribution has equal results. The economic interpretation refers to raised demand on redistribution transfers on the expenditure side of the budget. Country size has positive impact on Leviathan in cluster 1, but negative in cluster 4. Lagged models show positive impact of this variable for cluster 1 and 5. As larger are the population; more public services and goods have to be provided by public sector. GDP per capita is significant in cluster 4 and for lagged models in cluster 3, 4 and 5. Its positive impact on the Leviathan was expected confirming the concept of government spending income elasticity. Results varies, in cluster 4 its impact is negative, and in lagged models for cluster 3 its impact is positive and for cluster 4 and 5 is negative. Variable democracy was mostly omitted from the estimation due to exact collinearity.
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Abstract

The paper analyses the convergence process of Ecuadorian cantons during the period 2007-2012 accounting for the role of spatial spillovers through using spatial econometrics. The advantage of this technique is to provide reliable estimations because it takes into account the spatial interaction in the territory. In addition, it allows identifying clusters of cantons characterised by similar spatial patterns that can be interpreted as convergence clubs because they represent areas with similar initial conditions in the "basin of attraction" that, according to economic theory, converge to a common steady state equilibrium.

The results highlight that a convergence process is present, but it involves the cluster of most developed cantons. This opens various policy implications related to i) the capacity of cantons to take advantage from the positive dynamics of neighbours, ii) the persistence of development in some circumscribed areas, and iii) the spatial unbalanced development.
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1. Introduction

The recent economic history of Ecuador has been characterised by serious instabilities that were the result of inefficient and ineffective policies that caused structural failures whose magnitude jeopardized the achievement of higher levels of development. One of them is represented by the severe provincial disparities still persisting in Ecuador, reflected in a heterogeneous economic and social geography, which accounts for provinces with asymmetric characteristics in terms of productivity and competitiveness, as well as in terms of differentiated population and social. These asymmetries between subnational areas can inhibit the growth of domestic production and contribute to its instability, becoming a problem of circular causation that can undermine the future development of the whole country. This process of unbalanced growth justifies the implementation of compensatory territorial policies whose effects have to be tested in light of the latest progresses of economic and econometric theories. The endogenous growth theory, in particular, put emphasis in the role of spillovers in order to determine the growth pattern of an economy. These spillovers, called dynamic externalities, may have various sources and are often directly linked with agglomeration economies. In contrast with traditional localization and urbanization economies, dynamic externalities explain both the formation of urban areas and local economic development over time. Under a methodological point of view, in this paper cantonal convergence in Ecuador will be evaluated by mean of spatial econometrics, a technique that accounts explicitly the first law of geography according to which everything is related to everything else, but near things are more related than distant things (Tobler 1970).

This concept is translated into a statistical indicator called Moran’s I which relates the value of a variable to the values of the same variable in the neighbours locations. In literature it is demonstrated that socio-economic variables are strongly correlated to their relative location in space creating spatial dependence, i.e. spatial clusters with homogeneous values. Spatial dependence, which has implications for the correct estimates of the parameters in the basic regression models, will be explicitly accounted in order to estimate models that consider this evidence, reaching a double advantage: to obtain reliable results and to account for the role of space in economic growth, that, according to recent literature, cannot be neglected.

In addition, concerning the spatial heterogeneity problem, we determine spatial regimes according to Moran’s I, which are interpreted as spatial convergence clubs (Ertur et al. 2006), to capture territorial polarization pattern observed in Ecuadorian cantons.

The paper is structured into four further sections. The first one deals with the concept of endogenous growth theory and spatial spillovers. The second section covers the estimation technique in presence of spatial spillovers, before proceeding to analyse the economic convergence of Ecuador. The final section consists of the conclusions and the possible policy implications.
Conclusions

The analysis overviewed that theoretical and the empirical motivation for the inclusion of the spatial dimension in growth analysis at subnational level. The theoretical justification is mainly due to the possible knowledge spillovers caused by proximity in space, supported also from the empirical literature that finds that spatial autocorrelation matters for convergence. The results highlight that the spatial autocorrelation across Ecuadorian cantons is not very high but significant. The spatial distribution of Gross Value Added in 2007 and 2012 is quite persistent and heterogeneous. The average growth was also not widespread in space and, often, the cantons that growth at higher rates is located close to others already developed. The regression analysis shows that absolute convergence process is present and the convergence rate is a little bit higher than the correspondent OLS estimation. The results, in any case, have to be refined by adding further explanatory variables because the chosen spatial error model might point to misspecification problems. The identification of convergence clubs through the Moran scatterplot allows the estimation of a single equation for each club. Convergence regards the clusters of most developed and less developed cantons, respectively, while the others are not able to converge opening various policy implications related to i) the capacity of cantons to take advantage from the positive dynamics of neighbours, ii) the persistence of development paths in some circumscribed areas, and iii) the spatial unbalanced development. These problems are very important if we consider that 35% of cantons do not converge and that this could inhibit the balanced growth in a country already characterised by persistent geographical dissimilarities and increasing territorial inequality.
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Abstract

At present, functioning of enterprises is takes place under the conditions of unstable market environment, which requires full evaluation of not only particular factors which influence the activities of enterprise but also leads to necessity for development of complex evaluation of economic security, which is very important for further development of enterprise and predetermines scientific interest to this problem. The purpose of this research is to study theoretical and methodological approaches to evaluation of economic security of enterprise, develop proprietary methodology of evaluation of economic security of enterprise, and test the offered methodology by the example of materials of specific enterprise. In order to achieve the set purpose, economic & statistical methods of research and economic & comparative analysis were used. Methodological and practical research was based on the following methods: complex and structural & logical, expert methods, methods of comparison and modeling. The conducted research determined high-priority indicators of economic security of enterprise which fully reflect the state of economic security of enterprise and actualiz threshold values of mandatory norms. The given indicators of economic security allow evaluating and quantitatively determining the level of economic security of enterprise. The developed methodology of complex evaluation of economic security of enterprise in view of macro-, meso-, and micro-economic factor, unlike the existing ones, allows receiving integral indicators of the level of economic security of enterprise and interpreting their meaning with the help of estimation scale. Recommendations which are formulated in the research can be used for solving issues related to increase of effectiveness of enterprise functioning and provision of economic security.
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1. Introduction

Under the conditions of unstable state of economy and regularly recurring crises, results of functioning of enterprises of various spheres and various organizational & legal forms are uncertain and unpredicted. Economic activities of economic subjects are influenced by macro-economic factors (state of commercial law, political and socio-economic situation in the country, regional and international conflicts, level of criminalization of society, etc.) and micro-economic ones (personnel, sufficiency of capital, assortment, effectiveness of marketing and management). All of this aggravated the problem of provision of security of enterprise (Endovitskaya 2014).

Activization of study of the problems of economic security predetermined development of several main approaches, among which the following could be distinguished: systemic, normative & legal, resource, functional, and synergetic. Systemic approach to study of economic security is related to study of all economic processes of enterprise from the position of theory of dynamic systems. In this theory, security is viewed as attribute or state of enterprise, predetermined by cooperation of the system and micro-, macro-, and micro-environments of functioning. According to such approach, security is on the one hand, one of the most important indicators of the system, and, on the other hand, the function of the system, which reflects its essential content and is one of goals and conditions of its functioning. Sustainable and safe development of the system is viewed as specific form of movement, characterized by three parameters – quantity, quality, and structure.

Normative & legal approach is based on legislative acts in the sphere of economic security. The foundation of legal basis during development of principles of provision of economic security of enterprise consists of the Law “Concerning security” dated December 28, 2010 and Strategy of national security of the Russian Federation until 2020, passed by the Decree of the President of the RF dated May 12, 2009. These documents...
contain conceptual ideas of security, main terms, and their definitions (Federal Law, 2010, Decree of the President of the RF, 2009). A key notion in existing definitions of security within normative approach is “protectability”. Thus, security is understood as a state of protectability of economic item from negative phenomena and threats. The Law “Concerning security” shows a whole new level of Russian studies of the problem of economic security which takes into account interests of not only the state but of subjects of micro-economics (Federal Law 2010).

Resource approach treats economic security of enterprise as totality of resources and organizational capabilities. A top-priority task in provision of economic security is increase of sustainability, development of economic subject, and strengthening of its competitive position in the market. Functional approach to determination of the sense of economic security supposes presence of direct dependence between power of influence of any external or internal factor on activities of economic subject and result of this influence manifested as change of state of economic subject.

Issue of security is reflected in synergetics, where danger to economic subject is defined as dynamically stable state as to unfavorable influences, activities for protection from internal and external threats and for provision of internal and external conditions of its existence which guarantee possibility for stable development. According to such treatment, economic security of enterprise is determined by influence of external environment, which, under the market conditions, constantly changes and is never stable. This approach is popular in publications of Russian economists which view content of category of economic security of enterprise from positions of significant influence of external environment and means of protection from its negative influence (Bogomolov 2011).

On the basis of study of modern treatments of the term “economic security”, we found that economic security of enterprise is the state which ensures the most effective use of enterprise resources for provision of stable functioning and development, at which it is capable for maximization of its cost with acceptable risk level. Russian and foreign experience of provision of economic security shows that effective resistance to totality of risks and threats requires well-balanced and targeted organization of the process of management of economic security. Organization of this process should be conducted by specialists and enterprise’s administration and employees, which determined high significance of organizational aspect of this issue (Serebryakova, Sibirskaya, Stroeva and Petruchina 2014). The main purpose of economic security of enterprise is provision of its sustainable and most effective functioning at present and provision of high potential for development and growth in future (Bezuglaya 2010). Due to complexity and multidimensionality of content of this category, it should be viewed as a system. Russian scientists understand system of economic security of enterprise as an organized totality of special bodies, services, methods, and measures which provide protection of vital interests of personality, enterprise, and state from internal and external threats (Serebryakova, Sibirskaya, Stroeva and Lyapina 2014). At that, it seems that system of economic security includes totality of interconnected sub-systems: sub-system of monitoring, sub-system of indicators, objects of management, subjects of provision and tools and methods of management (Figure 1).
Conclusion

The conducted research and systematization of scientific approaches to issues of evaluation of economic security of enterprise allowed making the following conclusions. Effective work of any enterprise under the modern economic conditions is impossible without analysis of internal and external threats to its economic security and development of mechanisms of their elimination.

Evaluation of economic security of enterprise should be viewed as continuous process, based on systemic monitoring and analysis of indicators of economic security which allows receiving objective characteristics of the state of economic security of enterprise for the purpose of us of corresponding mechanisms of its provision (Serebryakova 2013). The main goal of evaluation of economic security of business subject to prevent damage from negative influence and to achieve effectiveness of activities, and the main tasks is to timely determine problem situations.

These article states only main indicators of economic security of business subject, but the given methodology allows transforming and complementing them, depending on specifics and sphere of activities of organization for fuller and truer evaluation.
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Abstract:

The new directives of the European Parliament and the European Council issued in 2014 define unified expectations regarding deposit guarantee schemes and banking resolution mechanism to be applied in territory of each EU member state. Moreover, the so called Single Resolution Fund must be implemented by euro zone member states in order to finance the resolution processes. The article introduces the main rules of the unified systems as well as deals with their financial background. It provides evidence for vulnerability of deposit guarantee schemes supposing such situation where clients of a large bank are to be compensated. Furthermore, it proves that the target total asset level of the Single Resolution Fund declared by European Commission is underestimated.
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1. Introduction

Herman Van Rompuy the former President of the European Council recommended numerous measures in order to stabilize the European economic and monetary union in 2012. The recommendations were given for the European Commission (hereinafter Commission), the Euro group and the European Central Bank. One of the recommendations was compiled with the intention of establishing an integrated financial system which is nowadays called simply as Banking Union. (Council of the European Union 2012)

Pillars of the Banking Union are defined in more regulations and directives in the European Union. The European Parliament approved the proposals of the Commission concerning European Single Supervisory Mechanism in 2013. From November 2014, it brought significant changing in the banking supervisory activity. Participation is compulsory for each euro zone member state but others from the European Union could also join to the system. (European Parliament and of Council 2013a)
Conclusion

Creation and implementation of deposit guarantee schemes is a direct consequence of the banking base activity. Having received deposits, banks provide funds for their clients. Therefore, the received deposits at a given moment are physically not available at the banks because the loans are paid back during the contracted period. In order to mitigate the risk, among other measures, deposit guarantee institutions ensure the provided deposits up to 100,000 euros in the European Union. Selecting a sample, it was proved that the value of the total assets of deposit guarantee institutions being in the sample is not enough to entirely compensate clients of large banks belonging to the insurance institution in question.

The new resolution mechanism provides a new framework of the process of resolution of the banks. During the resolution process the sale of the business, usage of bridge institution, asset separation and the bail-in tools are available for the resolution authorities. These tools can be combined or can be applied separately. In order to make the process more prudent the euro zone member states have to upload the mutual resolution fund. The European Committee declared the target level of total assets of the mutual resolution fund which is 55 billion euros to be reached by 2024. The linear regression model employed and the revealed connection of covered deposits in member states of the European Union and their GDP provides evidence for forecasting higher total asset level of the Single Resolution Fund as for 2024.
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Abstract:
This article deals with classification in area of customers' behaviour. The goal was to find a possibility how to classify respondents according to their personal information into classes based on their answers to factors from marketing survey. For classification are used sixty methods from Weka. In paper is described the process of classification and improvement of results by reduction of input variables and adjusting of parameters of particular methods. The article also discusses results which were achieved by application of these methods. For best classification cases closer analysis was performed. Based on the results of this paper can say, that use of classification methods in marketing research is reasonable because it can bring interesting information and reduce entropy.
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1. Introduction

The current business world is undergoing consistent change. To survive in the current competitive environment companies have to be able to respond to such changes (Antlova 2009). The perception of information and communication technology has been gradually transformed from something rather unique, bringing a competitive advantage in the market, to the necessity of conditioning the existence or not existence of business between the competitive business organizations (Chalupova and Motycka 2008). With computers introduction in the office, administrative functions have got a new generation of these tools for information processing and communication. (Capek 2013)

The area of customer behaviour is explored in the field of Customer Relationship Management (CRM). CRM uses marketing research as a strong tool to explore consumer behaviour. Marketing research is a process of collecting and using information for marketing decision making (Boone and Kurt 2013). Customer Relationship Management can be seen as a holistic framework for interaction of organizations with their customers (Darena 2008). At first, CRM looks for the answer how to get closer to the customer by using data stored in large databases. After that the company usually transforms itself into customer-centric organizations with great focus on customer profitability as compared to line profitability (Ogwueleka, Misra, Colomo-Palacios et al. 2015). Tools to simplify phases of marketing research, particularly data collection and its analysis can be more effective through the use of data mining techniques (Bradly 2007). As a part of a Marketing Information System (Darena, 2007) such tools provide decision makers with a continuous flow of information relevant to their area of responsibility (Boone and Kurt 2013). The desire for forecasting to support the decision-making occurs not just in corporate financial performance (Hajek, Olej and Myskova 2014) but also in CRM.

Birciakova, Stavkova and Soucek (2014) describe today’s consumer society by many distinctive features: increasing consumer activities, the new phenomenon of recreational shopping, strongly location-based consumption, strengthening customers’ role on the market, developing IT and its impact on consumer behaviour in the form of broader and more varied selection and availability of products and services, and easier access to information from both the supply and demand side. The issue of customer satisfaction became one of the important themes of marketing in the late 1970s. One of the main reasons was the increasing importance of services where quality became much more important (Vildova, Martincik, Tluchor et al. 2015). There are a lot of factors which influence customer behavior (Turcinkova, Stavkova, Skalova and Birciakova 2014; Hajko, Birciakova and Stavkova 2014). Factors that influence the consumer behaviour are very important for businesses because they can focus clearly their business policy based on these factors, which should lead to better business results. (Novotny and Duspiva 2014, Turcinkova and Stavkova 2012)
Observing behaviours, trends, and patterns on multivariate time series has been broadly used in various application domains (Ngan and Brodsk 2013). Collecting particular data from many sources successfully and for a long period brings a hard additional problem. People cannot, due to the data volume, process the data manually within an acceptable time (Darena, Zizka and Prichystal 2014).

This paper presents results of applied data analyses on data collected via questionnaire survey on the sample of 1127 Czech respondents with its structure close to the representative sample of population in the Czech Republic (data collection took place in 2011). It focuses on problems how to recognize the importance of selected factors of consumer behaviour based on personal information of the customer.
Conclusions

The aim of this work was to find a possibility how to classify respondents according to their personal information to classes based on their answers to the above mentioned factors. We tried to find a better solution than to classify all respondents into the mostly chosen class. Except the three factors we always found a better solution by at least one of the classification methods. The summary can be seen in Table 1.

In our closer analysis we reduce the number of input factors which improved the classification result. With adjusting parameters of the used method we got an even better solution. These results can be compared with the study of Netopil, Antosova and Turcinkova (2014) where they reach similar results based on a different research data set.
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Abstract

Technological advances are undoubtedly the playing the most significant and crucial role in today's competitive circumstances. For the last century, technology, along with land, labor, capital and entrepreneurship, has embedded itself in factors of production. Other than that, it has gained outweighed power on the other factors. To become a global competitive actor, regions need to produce high value created products by using their own technological power and innovativeness. Therefore, replicating or importing the existing technology is, to some extent, a consequence for developing countries to fall behind in development process in the long-run. In order to establish a sustainable development strategy, inventing the latest technology is inevitable. Technoparks are the intermediaries which transfers the university based research and educational power to the market needs and technology intensive industries. Thus, their importance on regional development in Turkey is examined and further recommendations are discussed.
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1. Introduction

First and second world wars obviously have shown that struggle among nations for having the vast portion of global welfare depends heavily on the technological advantage. In addition to that, aftermath of wars dramatically pave the ways of developing new technologies intensely in rising of nations.

In the preceding century the impact of technology- together with land, labor, capital and entrepreneurial abilities- embeds itself to the factors of production and radically reduce the significance of other factors. Workforce substitute with machinery and robotics and computers replaced human brain activities.

Regions compete globally to have the latest improvements because of previously mentioned motives. Therefore, technological advances and knowledge are needed to be conveyed among organizations, industries and regions. In literature, technology transfer is defined as the transferring of the technical knowledge which is absent or scarcely found in developing regions for setting up new businesses or production facilities which generate the technology into new products, processes, goods and services or applications.
Further recommendations

Administrator firms’ presidents should be selected among groups who hold a minimum engineering or economics and administrative science bachelor degree with 2 years of experience of R&D financing. Presidents who are first time employed should be included to an orientation program by KOSGEB, TUBITAK and Technology Development Foundation of Turkey (TTGV). To encourage R&D implications and innovation, university-industry relationship empowerment and stimulate R&D and innovation projects for constructing a supply-demand dynamic within region as well as outside the region, administrator firms can give counseling services to private and public sector. Funding the new ideas and processes is in the responsibility of administrator firm. Thus, they need to be established with satisfied amount of initial capital. Providing cash to a project worth 50 million dollars with an administrator firm whose total asset value is 19 million dollars do not seem logical. Consequently, regional administrator firms should be established at least 600.000 dollars.

In Turkey, even though technoparks have a strong auto-control mechanism it is not easy to say that they have sufficient supportive mechanism. Particularly in early development phase, technoparks face with critical drawbacks due to limited financial support provided by ministry of science, industry and technology. Moreover, in incubation centers there is not also enough financial aid for novel and unique ideas. KOSGEB offers financial supports via TEKMER for R&D oriented firms however, coordination among KOSGEB and technoparks is needed to be urgently improved.

Practical innovative business ideas should be supported by venture capital and for further developing phase of the project, core capital service providers are needed to be established to afford monetary support. Innovative entrepreneurs prefer to cooperate with foreign investors outside the region and causes brain migration. For this reason, technoparks are financially needed to be more fortified. Inadequate supportive mechanisms can have serious consequences over sustainable regional development policies in long-run. Last but not least, mass production of a fruitful R&D project can encounter with impediments. According to incentive laws, R&D practices are only tax exempted in their initial development phase. After a successful result -which is a prototype- is produced, tax exclusions are terminated and results in a failure to commercialize. However, tax exclusions are not valid for software firms and 55% of their portion in is not coincidental in this context but, for mass production a successful project still requires incentives and regulations.
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Abstract:
This study examines the effect of ownership structure on sustainability of market performance, the effect of financing decision on sustainability of market performance, the rule of sustainability competitive advantage as moderating effect ownership structure on sustainability of market performance and the rule of sustainability competitive advantage as moderating effect financing decision on sustainability of market performance. The method used in this research was saturated sampling in Indonesia's privatized soes period 2010-2014. This research results using SmartPLS were: 1) ownership structure had not significant influence to the sustainability of market performance; 2) financing decision had not significant influence to the sustainability of market performance, 3) sustainable competitive advantage as pure moderation influence ownership structure on sustainability of market performance, 4) sustainable competitive advantage as not moderation influence financing decision on sustainability of market performance.
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1. Introduction

Privatization of state-owned enterprises has become a major phenomenon in the developed and developing countries. This causes significant changes in the ownership structure of companies worldwide (Boubakri et al. 2005). According to D'Souza et al. (2005) a fundamental change as a result of privatization is the change of ownership. Change of ownership led to changes in corporate governance. According to Jensen, and Meckling (1976), the structure of corporate ownership has a relation with the corporate governance and affecting it positively or negatively. The ownership structure of Go Public State-owned enterprise consists of State ownership and public ownership. The possibility of public ownership can be in the form of employee ownership, foreign ownership, institutional ownership, or managerial ownership.

Previous studies about the effect of state-owned enterprises privatization on the market performance are carried out by Boutchkova, and Megginson (2000) and Boubakri, and Hamza (2007). The findings prove that privatization may result in the improvement of corporate's market performance. Research conducted by Megginson, and Sutter (2006) finds that governments of emerging market countries will launch a privatization program through the sale of shares as a way to develop the capital market. On the other hand, the contrary result found by Vera, and Ugedo (2007), Bhaumik et al. (2010) they meet a negative relationship between the ownership structure to the company's financial performance. Other researchers found that ownership structure does not significantly influence the market performance (Lubis 2010).

The Privatization of State-Owned Enterprises through the sale of shares to the capital market is expected to improve financial performance, which in turn will become a source of creation of conditions for a sustainable competitive advantage (SCA). The previous researchs of SCA are conducted by Barney (1991), Rose, and Thomsen (2004). These findings indicate that good corporate reputations will have intangible asset characteristics. When the company has had the resources and capabilities that are irreplaceable and can't be replicated, the company will select and implement strategies to earn above-average profits. Other resource needed by SCA is funding. The financial decision concept has become important for companies in determining the sources of funding, as it will affect the pattern of financing in company's activity.

Each financial decision taken will affect other financial decisions that will impact on the value of the company (Fama and French 1998) in the end. Some theories have emerged to explain the differences in funding...
decisions for any company. The most famous Capital structure theory is the asymmetric information and signaling
theory, the pecking order theory and the trade-offs theory. Empirical researchs on the effect of funding decisions
on the value of the company still haven’t shown a consistence result. As (Bernadi 2007, Hasnawati 2005a,
2005b) concluded that the funding decisions have a significant and positive effect on firm value. But other studies
such as Sudjoko (2007), Umrie et al. (2010), Yuliani (2011) concluded that the funding decisions do not
significantly affect the value of the company. These contradictory results are referenced in financial research such
as Fama, and French (1997), which explained that the debt has a negative correlation to the value of the
company. The preceding study of Modigliani and Miller (1958) proposes some propositions concluding that the
capital structure is irrelevant in affecting the value of the company.
Conclusion

Based on test results throughout the hypothesis, then the overall research is only able to prove the role of sustainable competitive advantage as pure moderation between the public ownership structure and market performance sustainability. Therefore the change in the public ownership structure followed by a sustainable competitive advantage can improve the market performance sustainability. Moderation role of sustainable competitive advantage toward financing decisions and market performance sustainability is found as not significant, so do the direct influence between the ownership structure, financing decisions towards market performance sustainability.
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Abstract

The article describes the methodological approach for evaluating investments in the regional infrastructure from the perspective of infrastructure marketing, which in contrast to the existing approaches allows to consider the development of infrastructural components of the region taking into account an appropriate strategy of territorial marketing as a driving or "binding" force of the competitiveness of the region and its investment attractiveness. The necessity of the use of the infrastructure marketing as a tool of strategic planning in the region is defined. The method of assessment of infrastructural components of the region is suggested; the method was tested on the materials of the Republic of Buryatia. The causal relationship between investments in infrastructure components and their impact on the socioeconomic situation of the region was also defined.
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1. Introduction

Recent changes in the international economic and political systems form new conditions for further development of the economy in the country as a whole and regions in particular, thereby focusing on finding new ways to ensure its competitiveness. The implementation of this task is impossible without a comprehensive approach to assessing the strategitizing of socioeconomic development of the region, which includes the selection of the regional development strategy based on a strategic analysis that takes into account the specifics, advantages and disadvantages, as well as opportunities in the region aimed to improve its competitiveness and investment appeal.

It may be noted that the region is competitive if it has properties that create its advantages as the subject of the national market through the effective use of all territorial resources, in order to achieve sustainable economic growth, increase in the level and quality of life. Under these conditions, one of the important factors contributing to the further development of the regional economy (in this case, the Republic of Buryatia) will be the attraction of investments that determine economic growth and improve the competitiveness of its economy.

The issue of evaluation of investment attractiveness of the region should be considered from the perspective of territorial marketing. The territorial marketing serves as an advanced tool to identify, support and develop the existing strengths determined by the competitiveness of the region's economic sectors, industries, and formed clusters in terms of their territorial location (proximity to external borders, presence of air and rail links, etc.), which gives them an advantage.

It should be noted that the viability and sustainability of the regional socioeconomic system are determined by the level of development of its infrastructure, as well as its reliability. Of course, the issue of development of infrastructure components, such as manufacturing, resource and raw material, institutional, cultural, social and market attracts a lot of attention, but nevertheless achieving the performance targets of socioeconomic development of the region is impossible without due attention to them in terms of infrastructure marketing. The current stage of development of economic science is characterized by a lack of theoretical, methodological and
practical approaches to the study of infrastructure marketing. Most authors consider infrastructural complex as an integral system, without singling out and analyzing its componentwise composition. In addition, the current literature lacks uniform approach to the evaluation of the infrastructure complex of the socioeconomic system of the region, and there are virtually no approaches to evaluating the effectiveness of the regional infrastructure marketing. We propose to assess the effectiveness of application of the regional infrastructure marketing through the evaluation of the effectiveness of investments in the regional infrastructure.
Conclusion

Finding ways to increase the competitiveness of the economy predetermines the objective necessity of taking into account territorial, economic and social characteristics of the regions. The concept of territorial marketing allows reveal the key indicators of regional development in the structure of the main components of infrastructure. The proposed method of evaluation of the effectiveness of investment was tested for the following elements of infrastructure development: agroindustrial complex, mining and building industries for the production infrastructure, education and health – for social infrastructure. The toolkit for econometric modeling revealed the instantaneous nature of the impact of infrastructure changes on the economic system of the region. Correlation analysis showed a strong correlation between the value of the gross regional product and the lag variables, which is characteristic only for investment in education and mining industry. The weak impact of investment on the value of the gross regional product is due to the absence of large-scale investment projects implemented over the analyzed period. The investments were usually short-term and focused on retention of the achieved position. In addition, influence of education and healthcare system on the value of GRP remains significant. It should be noted that investments in education show a more lasting effect, in contrast to investments in healthcare.
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